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Variable  Finals 
In  Proto-Sino-Tibetan  * 
Randy J.  LaPolla 
In  many  Tibeto-Burman  languages  we  find  that  there  are  a  number  of forms 
that are  clearly  related  though  differ  in  one  segment.  In  some  cases  these  variations 
may  be due  to  regular or common  alternations,  such  as  in Tibetan,  where  you  have 
dental  suffixes  that  can  nominalize  a  verb  (e.g.  rkun-po 'thier, from  rku  'steal').  In 
olher cases  we  cannot find  any  morphological  reason  for  the  variation,  even  lhough 
the variation  may  involve  the same segments,  as  in Tibetan  bka,  skad  'speech'.  When 
we  reconstruct  the  Proto-Tibelo-Burman  provenience  of  these  cognates,  we 
sometimes have  no way  of knowing which form  is older,  so  we  must  reconstruct  two 
forms  that  are  clearly  related,  that  are  what  James  A.  Matisoff  has  dubbed 
'allofams'.  On  the  Chinese  side  of Sino-Tibetan  we  find  similar  alternations  among 
cognate  forms,  as  in  L::  *mjalJ,  ~  *mjag 'negative/not  have'; tt *gwjalJ,  -T- *gwjag 
'go'. 
This  paper  concentrates  on  variable  finals,  and  argues  that  just  as  we  find  a 
certain  amount  of bolh  rule-governed  and  non -rule  governed  variation  in  modern 
languages,  in  reconstructing  Proto-Sino-Tibetan  we  should  recognize  the  possibility 
of these  types of variation.  Second,  the  variation  we  find  in  PST  and  its  immediate 
daughters  is  not  as  symmetrical  and  orderly  as  has  been  assumed.  Third,  the  causes 
of  the  variation  are  complex  and  mullifarious.  Fourth,  reconstructing  a  complex, 
typologically  unlikely system  Lo  'explain'  the  variation,  such  as  the  voieed  stop  finals 
*  An  earHer  version  of  this  paper  was  presenLed  at  the  25th  International 
Conference  on  Sino-Tibetan  Languages  and  Linguislics,  Oel.  14-18,  1992,  U.C. 
Bcrkcley.  I  would  like  Lo  thank  all  those  who  gave  me  commenls  on  early  drafls 
of  Lhis  paper,  especially  William  Baxler,  W.  Soulh  Coblin,  James  A.  Matisofr, 
Tsu-)in  Mei,  Edwin  G.  Pulleyblank,  Jaekson  T.-S.  Sun,  Pang-hsin  Ting,  and  an 
anonymous reviewer. 
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rcconstructcd for  Old  Chinese,  mayaIso  prevent us from  attempling to  find  out  the 
real  causes of the  variation.  FifLh,  the concept of word  families  is  an  important one, 
bul  we  should  not  be  unnecessarily  constrained  in  our  search  for  cognate  sets  by 
artifacts of our reconstructed system. 
1.  Variation  In Sino-Tibetan 
In  working  wiLh  Tibeto-Burman  languages,  we  find  that  within  each  of 
the  languages  of  the  family  there  are  a  number  of  forms  that  are  clcarly 
related  though  differ  in  one  segment,  as  in  lhe  following  examples  from 
Tibetan: 
rku  'steal',  rkun-po 'thief' 
bka,  skad 'speech' 
nye  'near'  ,  nyen  'relative' 
gei-ba,  gcid 'lo urinate',  gein  'urine' 
fibye-ba  (intr.),  fibyed -pa  (trans.)  'open,  separate' 
~i-ma,  ~in-mo 'day' 
dro-ba 'to be hot', dron-mo 'hot', drod 'heat'. 
lJu -mo  'weep',  lJud-mo 'a sob' 
In some cases  these variations may  be  due  to regular or common alternations, 
such  as  in  Tibetan,  where  you  have  dental  suffixes  that  can  nominalize  a 
verb,  as  in  rkun  -po 'thief', from  rku  'steaI', and  lJud -mo 'a sob'  from  lJu -mo, 
'wcep',  or  Lhey  can  have  a  causalive  funcLion,  as  in  fibye-ba  (intr.),  fibycd-pa 
(trans.)  'open,  separate'  (cf.  Benedict  1972:100,  1991).  In  that  case  it  will 
not affect  our reconslruction of the  Prolo-Tibeto-Burman  (PTB)  form  of,  for 
examp)c,  'steaI',  though  if we  find  the  same  derivational  process  In other TB 
languages,  then  we  might  want  to  reconstruct  that  morpheme  (and  the 
morphological  process)  Lo  the  proto-Ianguage.  In  other  cases  we  cannot  find 
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any  morphological  reason  for  the  variation,  even  though  the  variation  may 
involve  the  same  segments,  as  in  Tibetan  ~1-ma,  ~in-mo  'sun';  ka,  skad 
'spcech'; and Dulong mu?55  «  *muk; LaPolla  1987),  rru31  mrut55 'cloud'. 
We  find  similar  types  of groupings on  the  Chinese  side  of Sino-Tibctan 
as  weIl.  These  groups of related items are known  as  'word families',  following 
Karlgren's  famous  article  (1933;  see  also  Karlgren  1956).  Karlgren,  ami  latcr 
Wolfenden  (1937), argued that in doing cross-Ianguage comparative work it  is 
these  word  families  that  we  should  compare,  not  individual  lexical  items. 
Both  Karlgren  arld  Wolfenden  feH  that  there  were  certain  rcgularitics  to,  or 
restrictions  on,  the  type  of variation  within  each  word  family,  for  example  a 
rcstriction  on  the  point of arliculation  of the  finals  such  that  all  the  variant 
forms  of  one  word  family  would  involve  the  same  point  of  articulation. 
Wolfenden  (1936,  1937)  classified  each  of  the  forms  he  presented  from 
Tibetan  as  to  whether  they  were  in  the  'velar  series',  the  'dental  series'  or 
the  'labial  series'  of variation.  He did not  suggest  a  historical  reason  for  this 
type of restriction on the  variation. 
Because  of  Lhe  recognition  of  these  word  families,  in  doing  Lhe 
comparative  work  necessary  for  reconslructing  PTB  we  oftcn  nced  Lo 
recognize  the  same  types  of  variation  among  languages  or  dialects  in  the 
family,  as  we  ofLen  find  forms  that  seem  to  be  cognate  in  all  but  one 
segment,  eithcr  the  initial,  the  vowel  or  Lhe  final.  If it  is  a  case  whcre  the 
variation  cannol  be  seen  to  be  morphological,  then  we  have  to  see  if it  IS  a 
malter of one  language  being aberrant,  as  in  the  case  of some  of the  -k  and 
-t  finals  of  Maru  arld  the  -n  - -I)  variation  due  to  the  causative  infix  of 
Lepcha,  1  or  of  a  large  number  of  languages  being  split  (possibly  along 
1  Maru  has  innovative  -uk and  -il  appearing wherever  the  cognate  forms  in  other 
languages  would  lead  us  to  reconstrucl  "'-uw  and  "'-iy  respectively  (ßurling  1966, 
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genctic  lines)  betwecn  having  one  form  or  thc  olher,  as  in  thc  case  of 
'drcam',  where  a11  languagcs  in Sino-Tibetan  having cognate  forms  excepl  for 
the  Lolo-Burmese  languages  dcsccnd  from  *r-maI],  with  a  vclar  nasal  final, 
while  the  Lolo-Burmcse  forms  descend  from  *r-mak,  with  a  velar  stop  final. 
We  might  want  to  say  in  this  case  it is  due  to  idiosyncratic  phonetic change 
at  the  Proto-Lolo-Burmese  level.  The  tendency  in  reconstruction  work  is  still 
to  attempt  to  reconstruct  a  single  proto-form  for  the  variant  forms,  though 
most  cases  are  not  as  neaLly  distributed  as  the  case  of 'dream',  and  in  these 
cases,  when  we  reconstruct  the  PTB form  we  have  no  way of knowing  which 
form  is  older,  so  we  must  reconstruct  two  or  more  alternate  forms  which 
represent  the  possible  variations  within  the  word  family.  Matisoff  (1978: 17fO 
has  dubbed  these  proto-variants  'a110fams'  (forms  within  thc  same  word 
family,  thc  tcrm  bcing  based  on  analogy  with  'allomorph'  and  'allophonc'), 
and  hc  marks  thcm  with  thc  symbol 'f (from  >  and  <,  as  wc  do  not  know 
which  way  the  relationship  gocs).  Among  the  most  common  of  the 
aIternations we  find  is  variation  in  thc  vowels of c10scd  syllables  (e.g.  -i- ~  -u-
~  -a-),  variation  bctween  purc  vowel  and  dipthong  (e.g.  a  ~  ay)  (see  for 
examplc  Matisoff  1985),  amI  also  variation  betwecn  stop  amI  nasal  final  ur 
stop  and  open  final.  2  In  this  paper  I  will  be  concentrating  on  variable 
finals.  lIere  are  some  examples  from  TB  of lhc  type  of  a1lofams  I  will  be 
contra  Wolfcnden 's  (I939)  Vlew  that  the  Maru  -k  is  original).  In  Lepcha 
(Maniwaring  1876:93)  causatives  are  formed  by  infixing  -y- after  the  initial 
consonant  (e.g.  th6r  'to  escape',  thy6r  'to  cause  Lo  escape').  If  the  final 
consonant of the simplex form  is  -1),  then  the corresponding final  in  the  causative 
form  is  -n  (e.g.  hr(1) 'to ascend',  hry6n  'to cause  to ascend'). 
2  Shafer  (1951:711)  uses  'morphophonic'  to  refer  Lo  morphophonemic alternation 
of  vowe\s,  and  'morphosymphonic'  for  the  morphophonemic  alLernation  of 
consonan  ts. 
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"'ka  ~  kat 
"'la  ~  lap 
"'pyaw  ~  pyarn 
"'k-lok  ~  k-loI] 
"'rna  ~  rnat 
'speech' 
'leaf' 
!fly  (v.)' 
'stone' 
'disappear' 
"'du *  dut *  tu *  tut  'join,  tie,  knot' 
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"'rn-si *  rn-sit  'cornb' 
"'pa  ~  pan  'palrn' 
"'ra  ~ rat  'cut' 
"'yu(w)  ~  yuk  'dcscend' 
"'ya *  yan  'night' 
On  the  Chinese  side  of Sino-Tibetan  the  question  of  word  farnilies  is 
very  rnuch  intertwined  wiLh  the  concept  of rirne  categories  (flft grS  yuntn).  4 
Frorn  the  study  of the  rhyrning  patterns and  xie-sheng  (~V) phenornena  5 
of  01d  Chinese  (OC),  we  are  accuslorned  to  thinking  in  terms  of  Chinese 
words  belonging  to  certain  rirne  categories,  and  these  rirne  categories  Lo 
belonging  to certain  groups of rirne  caLegories  (~  lei).  The larger groupings 
are  based  on  the  observance  that  words  belonging  to  a  partiClllar  category 
sornctirnes  rhyrne  with  words  in  certain other  rirne  categories,  or the  Chincse 
characters  used  to  represent  words  belonging  Lo  a  particular  rirne  caLcgory 
will  have  the  same  phonetic cornponents  as  words in  cerLain other rirnc  cate-
goncs.  We  assurne  this  happens  because  these  particular  rirne  categories  havc 
similar  rirnes.  An  exarnple  is  the  rirne  categories  yu  (f!:A  ),  duo  (~), anti 
3  Most  of the Tibeto-Burman reeonstruelions  I  will  be diseussing are  from  lhe  work 
of  Paul  ßenediet,  especially  Benediel  1972,  and  Jarnes  A.  Malisoff  (e.g.  1978, 
1985,  1989,  1992),  lhough  some  are  from  Coblin  1986  or  are  reeonstruelions/ 
word  families  I  have  pul  logether myself  (see  LaPolla  1987 and  also  lhe appendix 
to  lhis  article).  As  the  works  just  mentioned  eite  many  of the  same  examples,  I 
will  not  mark  the souree of eaeh individual example. 
4  I  will  here  use  the  spelling  'firne'  to  mean  the  part  of the  syllable  excluding  the 
initial eonsonanl or  cluster  Otself simply  ealled  the  'initial'},  and  'rhyme'  for  the 
usual  sense of [his word  as  [he  poetie  use of assonanee. 
5  This is  where  lwo eharaeters share  the same  phonetic eomponcnt. 
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yang  (~), wh  ich  are  all  said  by  Li  Fang-kuci  (1980)  to  have  the  vowcl  *-a 
plus  a  velar  final  eonsonant:  *-g,  *-k,  and  *-IJ,  respeetively.  It  is  beeause  of 
these  'eontaets',  as  they  are  referred  to,  in  rhyming  or  graphie  eomponents 
that  Li  (following  Karlgren)  reeonstruets  a  final  *-g  for  wh  at  is  an  open 
syllable  in later Chinese  (e.g.  ffA  *njag 'fish'}.6  When  we  find  words  with  the 
same  vowcl  but  different  finals  with  the  same  point  of articuJation  eilher 
rhyming  with  eaeh  oLher  or  sharing  a  phonetic  eomponent,  wc  ealJ  this 
'direct  transfer'  (~,' diii  zhuän)  or  'eonnected  rhymes'  (illi M töng  yun). 
We  find  cxamples of lhis kind of eross-rhyming in  the Shi Jing  (W~) (from 
Wang  1980b):  7 
-++- *magw,  ~  *IJrakw  (W~liJiM)  ( J.f3 ffl  fUJ 11ft )  =€; 
~!{  *tdn,  :iI *rjdd,  ~  *Sddd  (xfYitliJiM)  ( :/1'$ Jj1.  ~tr~ ) 
:x  *IJadh,  •  *nan  (~JCliJiM)  (OO-YIJ\TZ ft : wFm) 
*  *ldg,  Jlj  *dZdIJh  (z1!iliJiM)  ( Iß Jjl.  :  :9: B m  ~~ ) 
It  is  nol  the  ease  that  the  rhyming  patterns  always  follow  the  tong  yun 
patterns.  In  lhis  case  il  is  ealled  'eombined  rhymes'  (ßM hc  yiin).  B  Hcre 
are a  few  examples  (From Wang Li  1980b): 
6  The  reconslructed  forms  for  Old  Chinese  I  will  be  using  in  the  body  of  lhe 
paper are  based  on  the  system  outlined  in  Li  1980,  including forms adaplcd  from 
other  sourees. 
7  A  number of the  items mentioned  below  (e.g.  3t, nl, ~, it) are  considered  ru 
sheng (A  fi) rhymes  by  Wang Li, due  to  his  hypo  thesis  that  OC ru  sheng words 
could  be  divided  into  'Iong  ru'  (.N A) and  'short  ru'  (j;E A)  tones,  where  the 
long  ru  became  Middle  Chinese  qu  sheng words,  while  the  short  ru  remained  ru 
sheng words,  yet are  considered qu sheng words  in  OC  by  Li  Fang-kuei.  As  I  am 
using Prof.  Li's system  in  this paper, I  have  modified some of the examples  taken 
from  Wang Li  's work  to conform  to Prof.  Li  's system. 
S  The  type  of  rhyme  where  the  finaJs  are  the  same  but  the  vowels  are  different 
(known  also  as  he  yun  or as  'side  transfers'  (pang zhuän 'J!j.'»  are  not  relevant 
to  the present discussion and so will  not  be discussed  here. 
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~  *IJ.iap  f'F  *tsak  (&mil~)  (~zH:  'ffi'!B::> 
~  *tdP  ~  *thWddh  (~ff&ilfm)  ( lrJ m 111 z ft- : N~  1f1€ JE ) 
ijiJ  *kjdl)W  7:.  *thin  (rp~ilfm)  CZ  2ft: X  )  9 
;ff *ljdm  (J}c  *pjdl)  (~~il~)  ( j:  fjj z {t- : -m fi\: ) 
*IJ.ian  ti gral)  (7C~it~)  (~zft- : -mfi\:) 
A  *njin  roll  *xwjdnh  lfU  *gil)  ( ~xfjtil~ )  ( m lij  2 ft : ?!LX:> 
m  *bjdk  ~  *thjdgh  ~  *kjdP  ~  *kWdk 
(~z~ilflft)  (mff~  #.\2 fI- t,  F3  ) 
!Li  *tjam  tfl  *sjal)  ~  *tsal)  Jm  *drjal)  11  *gwjial) 
(~~itfm)  (~2  ft- ~:J' ) 
We  also  find  variation  within  these  larger rime  classes  where  a  character 
will  have  two  pronunciations  differing  only  in  the  final  consonant  (e.g.  fJt 
*dagh/dak,  ~  *sriadh/sriat,  15- *kdgwh/*kdkw,  ~ magh/mak  (for  lists  of 
these  characlers see  Downer  1959,  Wang  1980a:213f[), or where  two  different 
characlers  will  represent  what  seems  Lo  be  Lhe  same  word,  Lhough  lhe 
rcconsLrucLed  pronunciations  for  the  two  characters  diffcr  in  the  final 
consonant: 
1~ *riagh  '57  *rjiak  'night'  (cf.  Mei  1979: 120ff) 
IDE  *mjag  L  *mjal)  'no,  not havc' 
'/1\,\ 
T- *gwjag  tt  *gwjal)  'go' 
1;(  *nrjagx  • 
*nrjal)  'woman' 
9  Wang  Li  (I980b:334)  considers  ~~ to  be  in  the  15t  ("'-dm)  category,  but  Li 
Fang-kuei  (1980:43)  treats  this  word  as  being in  the  rp  category, and  reconstructs 
it  as  "'kjdIJw.  As  I  am  using  Prof.  Li's  system  in  this  paper,  I  have  used  his 
reconstruction  here. 
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Following are  some xie-sheng contacts involving different finals: 
Ir *kwjagh  JI  *kwjak  $  *ts;:)t  M  *tsj;:)dh 
" 
*tjiagx  iJft  *khrjak  ~  *pj;:)t  • 
*phj;:)dh 
llü  *pag  tf *pak  ~\ *pjit  ~ *pjidh 
1M'  *tsjiagh  1§- *sjiak  ~  *t;:)l]x/t;:)gx  f~  *d;:)gx 
~  *ladh  9.1  *Ianx  ~g *ndh  ~  *hn~h 
rE  *r;:)gw  ~  *di;:)kw  1iJlt  *mrik  Vlf  *phrigh 
We  can  also  compare  forms  from  Proto-Tibeto-Burman  with  forms  in 
Old  Chinese, and  we  come up with  some  interesLing variations. 
PTB  *Ia  ~  lap, oe *rap  (~) 'Ieaf'. 
PTB  *ka  ~  kat  'speech', oe *kal  (:!IX)  'sing,  song'. 
PTB  *ba, oe *bak  (~) 'thin'. 
PTB  *mra  ~  *mralJ' oe *mragx  (~) 'horse'. 
PTB  *gral]  ~  *grak, oe *gljalJ  (V?-)  'cool,  cold'. 
PTB  *kap, oe *gap  ~  *kabh  (uf;)  'to cover, cover'. 
PTß  *san  ~  *sat, oe *san  (fi)  ~  *sat  (tM)  'sow,  pour out,  disburse '. 
PTß *lJa  ~  *l)aD,  oe *lJal  (~)  ~  *lJran  (Jffi.)  'goose'. 
PTB  *tu  ~  *tUlJ,  oe *dugh  (  )  ~  *t;:)1]  (Cf. I!) 'bean'. 
PTB  *na  ~  *nalJ'  oe *njagx  (  &.)  ~  *n~x (JJ)  ~  *nj;:)l]w  ( :tt)  '2sg 
pronoun'. 
2.  Problems of methodology 
Since  both  si des  of  the  family  seem  to  exhibit  the  same  pattern  of 
variation,  we  should  be  able  Lo  reconstruct  this  pattern  of  variation  to 
Proto-Sino-Tibetan,  but  there are  t wo  problems involved  with  this  hypothesis. 
First,  Wolfenden  's 'rule'  of Tibetan  word families  is  the  result  of his  chosing 
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some  words  over  others  that  do  not  fit  his  pattern.  I  found  a  counter 
example after looking through a  Tibetan  dictionary for less  than  two minutes: 
sbu-gu  'hollow,  cavity;  the  narrow  interior  of  anything,  a  tube',  sbugs 
'hoIJow  stalk,  a  tube;  hole,  excavation,  interior  space',  fibugs-pa  'to  hollow 
out,  bore',  sbun-gter  'meaningless,  without  substance,  hollow,  vain',  sbub-
khoIJ  'a hollow  ball',  sbub-mo  'hollow  tube',  sbur-ma  'chaff,  husks'.  Second, 
not  all  of  the  items  that  vary  within  one  point  of articulation  in  TB  vary 
within  the  same  point  of articulation  in  Oe.  For  example,  Wolfenden  gives 
Written  Tibetan  rmu-pa  'dullness,  heaviness,  fog',  mun-ba  'obscurity, 
darkness,  obscure,  dark';  Kachin  sa  'child',  WT  btsa-ba  'to  bear  children', 
tsha-bo,  mtsan  'grandchild,  nephew';  and  WT  rkun-ma  'thief',  rku-ba  'steal' 
as  all  being  in  the  dental  series,  while  their  Chinese  cognates  are  all  in  the 
velar  series:  *mjugh  (11),  *ts~gx( T), and *khugh( JI!)  respectively.  We  can 
also  add  OC  *pjag/*pragx  (tk /  m  ),  TB  *pa  ~  pan  'palm'.  The  opposite 
situation  exists  for  OC  *pjidh  ~  *pjit  (J't), TB  *biy  ~  biIJ  'give'.  If we  were 
to  hold  strictly  to  the  'same  series  consonant'  rule,  we  would  have  to  say 
that  the forms in  these word families  are not cognate. 
The  problem  of which  forms  to  select  exists  for  anyone  atlempting  to 
identify  word  families,  or  even  simple  cognales.  Each  research  er  has  his  or 
her  own  standards  of  rigorousness  as  Lo  wh  at  constitutes  an  acceptable 
correspondence.  Karlgren  and  Wolfenden  limited  their  word  families  to  only 
those  forms  whose  finals  had  the  same  place  of  articulation,  but  as 
Pulleyblank  (1972: 11,  1973: 120)  has  argued,  'One  can  easily  find  sets  of 
words  with  the  same  initial  consonant  and  closely  similar  meanings  but  quite 
different  finals  that are  at  least  as  plausible  as  the  word  families  collected  by 
Karlgren  '  Among  the  examples  Pulleyblank  gives  are  the  following 
(1972:11-12,  1973:121): 
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JE  *njid  'near,  elose'  ~  *njit 'intimite,  familiar;  glue'  ffi  *njdgwx 'be  familiar 
with,  treat with contempt' *ti  *njam 'to glue,  stick to'. 
m  *Ij;xlx  'bind,  wrap  around'  ~  *Iiagw,  'bind round,  wrap'  ~  *ki;:)gw,  IidgW 
'tie round,  strangle'  ~  *Ijdn  'woof,  twist a  cord, cord'. 
From Pulleyblank  1991:30 we  can also add 
up  *xag,  ~  *xal 'shout'; $  *kjagx,  t~ *kjat 'Iin'. 
Wang  Li  (l980a,  1980b,  1982)  accepted  the  concepl  of classes  of nme 
categories,  but  unlike  most  scholars  working on  Old  Chinese,  did  not  follow 
Karlgren  in  reconstructing  the  finals  *-b,  *-d and  *-g.  10  PossibIy  because  of 
this  he  was  not  restricted  in  his  search  for  cognate  characters  in  Chinese 
(Wang  1982).  He  has  101  pairs  of suggested  cognates  where  the  finals  have 
different  points of articulation  (or  would  have  in  a  system  with  *-g,  *-d and 
*-b).  Hcre  are  a  few  examples  (converted  to  Li  Fang-kuei's  system  of 
reconslruction):  11 
10 
li  *1]ag  r:::J  *  lJj an 
IX  *lJ<lrx  *lJjagx  'language,  speech' 
rp  *1]a1]  'lsg pronoun' 
~  *?wjarx  T  *gwjag 
tJitifl  *?wjag  'bent'  :ll  *gwjan  (preposiLion) 
g 
11X 
*hjdgx  9ß  *pjdt 
*hjdn  'happy,  happiness'  l'  *pjdg  'not, negative' 
Wang  Li  was  quite  dear  about  his  lack  of  appreciation  for  Karlgren 's 
rcconstruction  of  OC:  'In  short,  Karlgren's  research  on  Middle  Chinese 
phonology  was  fruitful  (*  *T nX. *" (f-J  ),  but  his  research  on  Old  Chinese  was  not 
very  fruiLful  (~~9:*T~:::A.:nX.*If(f-J)'  (1980a:68). 
11  This  is  not  to  say  that  I  accept Wang  Li's system of reconstruction  or the 
cognacy  of all  the  sets  he  proposed  in  his  1982  book,  but  the  cognacy  of  the 
items  in  each  of the  sets  given  here  is  difficult  to  deny  on  any  grounds  but  the 
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f6t  *kjap  ~  *krarh 
Bi&  *kjak  'urgent, rushed'  m  *krak  '(dothes)  rack' 
~  *IJrak  ~J  *thik 
M  *IJran  'forehead'  ~IJ  *thidh  'cut hair' 
Efl  *krap  m  *gan 
1f  *krat  'armor'  ~  *gam  'regret' 
II  would  be  difficull,  given  the  semantic  correspondences  (in  most  of  the 
above  examples,  each  of the  characters  is  defined  using  the  other  [rom  the 
paid,  plus  the  fact  that  all  other  segments of the  syllable  match  up exadty, 
it  would  be  unwise  to  throw  out  these  correspondences  simply  because  the 
finals  do not  have  the same  point of articulation.  Doing so would also mean 
we  would  have  to  say  the  phonelic  and  semantic  correspondences  between 
these  sets  (and  many  others)  are  purely  coincidental  and  not  due  to 
elymological  relatedness. 
In  terms  of  xiesheng  contacts,  Mei  &  Gong  (I992)  discuss  several 
examples  that  differ  in  rime  dass,  such  as  *dugh  :  ~ *duanx 
and  Jf)(  *lshugx  :  m  *tsuals  :  fi *dzuIJ.  Pulleyblank  (I991:30)  also  gives  the 
following  [orms  (which  are  not  only  phonetically  retated,  but  most  likely 
etymologically related  as  weil):  *khjagx/h  ($:) 'leave,  go  away  [rom',  *khjag 
(ti.)  'dispel,  exorcise',  *khjal  (!~) 'go away'.  We  can  also add  *khjap (tt) 
'cowardly,  afraid·.  12 
12  I  have  doubts  about  how  the judgement of what  is  a  phonelic in  a  particular 
character  and  what  is  not  is  made.  For  example.  *?jagh/?j;}k  ( 1J / tt) 'lhink. 
remember'  has if (*?j;}m)  as  part  of  the  characler.  The  Shuowen  (~>c  Wl 'i=  ) 
and  Karlgren  both  treal  this  as  a  hul  yl  ( ..  ;tj) characler.  so  *?j;}m  is  nol  seen 
as  a  phonelic in  this characler,  but generally in  characters with  the  hearl  radical, 
the  resl  of  the  character  is  the  phonetic,  and  *?j;}m  is  phonetic  in  a  large 
number of other characters  (the Shuowen  indudes ffilnf'ilHff!iHV1UfllX).  Comparc 
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We  have  at  least  three  choices  when  faced  with  a  situation  such  as  we 
have  in  Sino-Tibetan.  We  can  attempt  to  account  for  all  possible  variations 
(or  most  of  them)  by  reconstructing  a  very  complex  proto-Ianguage  using 
phonetic  symbols  (see  for  example  Coblin  1986,  where  *-g  is  reconstructed 
to  account  for  correspondences  between  OC  *-g  and  TB  *-k),  we  can  use 
non-phonetic  symbols  to  mark  those  alternate  correspondences  that  are 
unresolvable  (as  for  example  when  Austronesianists  use  *L  Lo  represent  *1  or 
*4,  or  we  can  reconstruct  a  simple  system  and  try  to  either  explain  thc 
variations by some  morphological or phonetic  means or simply allow  a  cerl<un 
amount of variation  in our word  families.  This is  a  question of methodology. 
Thc  first  method  is  problematic  because  the  resultant  system  is  often 
typolobTically  unrealistic  (e.g.  having  three  phoncmically  distinct  *-r 
phonemes),  while  the  second  gives  an  incomplete  and  formulaic 
reconstruction.  A  cross  between  the  two  occurs  in  the  case  of  the  voiced 
finaJs  of  Old  Chinese,  as  they  are  meant  both  to  phonetkally  cxplain  a 
particuJar  correspondence,  and  to  serve  as  symbols  for  unrcsolvablc 
corrcspondenccs.
13  This  glves  us  a  system  that  not  only  does  not 
satisfaclorily  account  for  thc  data,  but  also  givcs  us  a  typologically  vcry 
unlikely system  wiLh  voiced  final  consonants and no open finals at  all.  14  It is 
lhis  wilh  ~  "'duanx,  whieh  the  Shuowen  says  has  the  eharaeter  R  "'dugh  as  its 
phonelie,  and  91lA  "'?~wx whieh  the  Shuowen  says  has  tNl  "'?;m  as  Hs  phonelic.  It 
seems  then  the  decision  as  to  whether  "'?jdm  is  or  is  not  a  phonetie  in  "'?jdghl 
?jdk  is  not  due  only  to  the  differenee  in  final,  but  involves  some  degree  of 
ar  bi I.rariness. 
13  Li  Fang-kuei  (1983:401)  mentions  that  he  used  "'-b,  "'-d,  and  "'-g  'merely  as 
an  orthographie  deviee  without  going  into  their  phonelie  details.  There  is  no 
Chinese  dialeet  or Sino-Tibetan  dialecl,  so  far  as  I  know,  in  which  there  are  two 
series of [final]  stops'  (see  also  Li  1980:33). 
14  See  Baxter  1992:332ff  and  Pulleyblank  1992:372-375  for  further  typologieal 
arguments  against  reconstrueting  a  system  with  voieed  Slop  finals  for  Old 
Chinese. 
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the  third  rnethodolgy  I  believe  IS  the  proper  choice  given  the  situation  in 
Sino-Tibetan. 
3.  Possible  explanations 
The  first  thing  I  would  like  to  suggest  IS  that  it  is  not  necessary  to 
assurne  that  the  rhyrning  or  xiesheng  contacts  were  anything  less  than  true 
rhyrnes  and  accurate  phonetic  borrowings.  To  assurne  they  were  not  (as  is 
irnplied  by  the  voiced  stop  fanal  hypolhesis)  weakens  the  whole  theoretical 
underpinings  of the  traditional  rnethods  of Chinese  historic<:K  phonology.  We 
rnust  assurne  the  creation  of xiesheng  characters  and  the  use  of rhyrnes  was 
relativcly  stricL  15  That  is,  it  is  not  nccessary  to  say  that  when  a  yu  bli  (f.(\) 
word  rhyrned  with a  yang  bli  (~) word,  that  it was  *-ag rhyrning wilh  *-aIJ' 
In  these  cases  it  was  very  likely  *-a  rhyrning with  *-a or  *-aIJ  with  *-aI)'  with 
the  diffcrence  due  to  variation of the  fanal  of that  character  / phonetic. If we 
accept  variation  in  prefixes,  ini  tials,  and  vowels,  then  accepting  variation  o[ 
fanals  should not be  very  problematic. 
Dong Tonghe  0981:268)  argues  that  glven  the  variation  we  fand  in  the 
fanals,  'we  cannot  say  that  the  charactcrs  with  stopped  fanals  in  Middlc 
Chinese  originally  had  no  final  consonant  in  OC,  ami  so  could  rhyrne  ami 
havc  xiesheng conlact  with  non-stopped characters,  as  if we  say  this  lhen  the 
conlacts  between  non-stopped  rirnes  should  be  chaotic;  they  definiteJy  would 
not  bc  lhis  clearly  separated'  .  He  suggests  the  only  alternative  is  to  follow 
Karlgrcn  's lead and reconstruct  *-g,  *-d,  and  *-b. 
15  Cf.  Duan  Yucai's statement  that  'characters with  the same  phonetic element  musl 
be  of  Lhe  same  rhyme  group'  (rnJ lJi 12:'  lr:IJ ffiS)  (  (f" i!  lf  iI  ~  > . ~  JH  l~  ,~, rnJ -* . 
p.  22,  citcd at  Wang Li  1980a:60). 
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The  most  cogent  arguments  presented  in  favor  of  the  voiced  final 
consonant  hypothesis  are  those  given  in  Ting  1979,  1987.  In  Ting  1979 
Chinese  loans  to  Tai  are  examined  (dting Li  1945),  and  it  is  shown  that  of 
the  12  earth-branch  (:f:t!nt)  callendrical  signs,  one,  *mj;xlh  (-*), appears In 
Tai  dialects  with  a  -t  final,  and  six  of  the  seven  other  items  reconstructed 
for  OC  with  voiced  stop  finals  (*-g or  *-gw)  appear  with  glide  finals  in  lhe 
Tai  dialects.  The  seventh,  *I]agx  (q::),  appears  with  an  -0  final  in  a11  three 
dialects.  Ting  argues  that  the  fact  that  in  all  three  Tai  dialects  considered 
OC  *-g,  and  *-gw  have  regular  but  different  reflexes  is  evidencc  that  these 
characters  had  different  finals  in  OC.  That  is,  if these  characters  had  simple 
vowel  rimes  wilh  open  finals  (e.g.  *-;:»,  then  it  would  be  difficult  to  explain 
the  appearance  of off-glides  in  all  the  Tai  dialects. Just  as  some  of the  off-
glides  in  Modern  Mandarin  descend  from  OC  voiceless  stop  finals,  Ting 
argues  these  Tai  off-glides  descend from  OC voiced stop finals.  Ting explains 
the  change  of the  *-d  final  of OC  *mjddh  to Tai  -t  and  not  to  a  glide  by 
reference  to  the fact  that  the  *-d final  rimes  (ij~~~) rhymed  with  rusheng 
rimes  as  lale  as  the  Nan-ßei-Chao  period,  while  the  *-g  and  *-gw  rirnes 
gradually  stopped  rhyming  with  rusheng  rimes  during  the  Han  period.  Ting 
also  points  out  the  possibility  that  the  difference  is  rdated  to  the  fact  that 
*mjddh is  the  only qusheng word among a1l  of the  12  callendrical  signs. 
Ting  then  (p.  731ff,  dting  Li  1976)  gIves  a  number  of  lexical  items 
from  Siamese  that  are  suggested  to  be  cognate  to  certain  Chinese  i terns, 
though  here  the  correspondences  are  less  regular,  as  there  are  sets  of  OC 
*-ag  corresponding  with  Thai  -:::01],  OC  *-ag/  -ug  corresponding  with  Thai 
-(a)ak/-:::Ol],  OC  d&w/agw  correspondin'g  with  Thai  -uak/-ok,  OC  *-ad/id 
corresponding  wilh  Thai  -;:,;:,t! -et,  and  OC  *-ag  corresponding  with  Thai  -aa. 
Ting takes  the former  sets  as  evidence of stop finals  in  Chinese,  and explains 
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the  last  set  as  due  to  the  loss  of *-g  with  compensatory  lengthening  of the 
vowel. 
Next,  Ting gives  two  sets  of OC-Tibetan/Burmese  correspondences.  The 
first  set  shows  some  possible  cognate  sets  where  the  OC  form  is 
reconstructed  with  a  voiced  stop  final  and  the  Tibetan/Burmese  forms  have 
voiceless  stop  finals.  The  second  set  shows  possible  cognates  where  the 
reconstructed  OC  form  has  a  voiced  stop  final  but  the  Tibetan/Burmese 
forms  have  open  finals  or  glides.  Ting  argues  that  the  sets  where  the 
Tibetan/Burmese  forms  have  stop  finals  shows  that  at  least  some  of the  OC 
forms  must  have  had  consonant  finals,  and  since  the  Chinese  rime  categories 
cannot  be  split  up,  then  it  must  have  been  Tibetan  and  Burmese  that  have 
changed  (p.  733). 
In  Ting  1987  further  evidence  is  given  to  show  that  at  least  some 
characters  had  stop  finals  of some  type.  It  is  shown  from  an  analysis  of the 
cross-rhyming  patterns  of  the  different  tones  that  there  was  a  very  strong 
connection  between  qu  and  rusheng in  the  Shijing,  but  that  this  connection 
weakened  or  changed  gradually  through  the  Western  Han  and  Eastern  Ilan 
periods  to  the  point  that  in  the  Wei-Jin  period  rhyming  pallerns  only  those 
rimes  reconstructed  with  dental  finals  showed  cross-rhyming  between  the  qu 
and  rusheng  words.  There  was  in  fact  an  increase  in  dental  cross-rhymes  as 
the  velar  cross-rhymes  decreased  (p.  62).  Ting suggests  that  the  reason  why 
only  the  qusheng  words,  and  not  thc  ping and shang-sheng words,  show  this 
dose  connection  with  the  rusheng  words  is  that  the  pitch  value  of  the 
qusheng  must  have  been  doser  to  that  of the  rusheng  than  were  the  olher 
tones  (p.  61,  dting  Dong  1954:189).  The  reason  for  the  drop  in  velar 
contacts  in  later  periods  is  suggested  Lo  be  that  *-g  was  lost  earlier  ami 
faster  than  *-d  (p.  63).  No  reason  is  given  for  the  increase  in  dental  qu-ru 
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cross-rhymes.  In  the  Wei-Jin  pcriod  not  only  do  thc  ping  and  shang-sheng 
words  not  rhyme  with  rusheng  words,  they  also  do  not  rhyme  with  qusheng 
words.  Ting's explanation for  this  is  that  something about  the  pitch  value  of 
the  qusheng caused  stop  finals  to  be  retained  while  they  were  lost  from  the 
ping and shang-sheng words. 
This  is  very  solid  philological  work,  and  there  is  no  reason  to  dou  bt 
Ting's main conclusion  that the  relevant lexical  items had consonant  finals  in 
Old  Chinese.  The  question  then  is  was  it  a  voiced  stop  final  or  a  voiccless 
one,  and  do  all  of those  words  in  the  traditional  rime  categories  necessarily 
share this  consonant?  Ting's answer  is  that it was  a  voiced consonant and all 
the  words  in  the  category  traditionally  thought  to  not  have  a  voiccless  stop 
final  shared  the  same  voiced  stop  final.  This  is  one  possibility,  but  not  the 
only  one.  We  are  now  all  in  agreement  that  many  variations  in  the  initals of 
Middle  Chinese  are  äue  to  different  prefixes  in  OC  (see  for  example 
Pulleyblank  1962-62,  1972,  1973a;  Bodman  1980,  Benedict  1987,  Mei  ]989, 
Baxter  1992).  In  the  same  way  much of the  variation  in  the  finals  of Middle 
Chinese  can  be  explained  as  due  to  qusheng  (  :t:  ~ .  departing  tone') 
derivation  (see  Downer  1959,  Pulleyblank  1962-62,  1972,  ]973a,b,  ]977-78, 
Mei  1980,  Baxter  1992).  Rather  than  assuming  that  since  some  words  in  a 
particular firne  show contacls with  rusheng words all  words  in  the  rime  must 
have  had  stop  finals,  Pulleyblank  (1977-78)  and  Baxter  (1992)  reconstruct 
eonsonant  finals  only  for  those  items  that  aclually  show  rusheng  contacts, 
and  reconstruct  non-stop  finals  for  those  words  which  do  not  show  rusheng 
contacts.  Pulleyblank  and  Baxter  both  reconstruct  voiccless  (rather  than 
voiced)  stop  finals  in  those  words  that  show  rusheng contacts,  assuming  that 
these  finals  were  later  lost  due  to  the  influence  of an  *-s  suffix  which  tater 
developed  into  the  departing  tone  {and  possibly  a  *-7  final  that  developcd 
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into  the  rising  tone).  16  All  of the  evidence  presented  by  Ting  is  consonant 
with  this hypo  thesis,  and in  fact  more  so  than  the  voiced stop  hypothesis,  as 
the  Thai  and  Tibeto-Burman  evidence  is  of  a  voiceless  stop,  not  a  voiced 
one,  and  it  explains  why  *IJagx  (  q:  )  (which  does  not  have  rusheng 
connections  and  so  is  reconstructed  with  an  *-u  final  by  Baxter)  does  not 
show evidence of a  consonant  final  in  the Tai  dialects.  The fact  that  Li'  s  *-g 
and  *-gw have  different off-glide  reflexes in  the  Tai  dialects cannot  be  taken 
as  evidence  of voiced  stop  finals,  as  any  system  that  differentiates  these  two 
rime  categories  (  Z  ~ )  can  account  for  this,  especially  if  yäu  ~ is 
reconstructed  with  an  off-glide  (e.g.  ;;)w).  The  open  final  hypothesis  also 
explains  the  open  *-a(a)  finals  in  the  Siamese,  Tibetan,  and  Burmese  words 
presented  by  Ting,  as  they  are  all  items  that  do  not  show  rusheng  contacts 
(e.g. E. .g.f~d!~~)(#-~~f*), without  having to assurne  the irregular  loss of a 
voiced  final  in  some  but  not  other  words.  The  rhyming  patterns  are  also 
explained  more  satisfactorily  than  by  making  ad-hoc  guesses  about  pitch 
contors,  as suggested by Dong Tong-he. 
What  this  hypothesis means  is  that  the original  tone categories of OC do 
not  coincide  completely  with  those  of  Middle  Chinese.  Whereas  rusheng  is 
considered  a  separate  tone  in  Middle  Chinese,  the  three  'tones'  (*-0,  *-7, 
and  *-s)  of OC  could  appear  on  any  type  of syllable,  including  those  wilh 
voiceless  stop  finals.  According  to  Baxter  (Baxter  1992:309),  the  *-s  suffix 
('post-final'  in  Baxter's  book)  then  caused  the  loss  of  the  voiceless  stop 
finals  in  the following stages  ('H'  is  the representation  of the  Middle  Chinese 
departing tone in Baxter's system): 
16  The idea of an  *-s  suffix  to  explain  the origin  of the deparling tone goes  back 
to  Haudricourt  1954,  and  the  idea  of agiottal  stop  suffix  to  explain  the  origin 
of the  rising tone goes  back  lo PuIleyblank  1962 and  Mei  1970. 
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"'-ps  >  "'-ts  >  "'-js  >  -jH 
"'-ts  >  "'-js  >  -jH 
"'-ks  >  "'-S  >  -H 
"'-wks  >  "'-ws  >  -wH 
Givcn  the  fad  that  90%  of  alt  rushcng  contacts  with  non-rusheng  words 
involve  qusheng  words,  this  hypothesis  explains  quite  a  bit  of  the  variation 
of finaIs  within  Old  Chinese.  Given  this  system  the  contacts  would  also  not 
be  'chaotic',  as  feared  by  Dong Tonghe  (see  above).  This  analysis  has  othcr 
slrong  points  as  weil.  As  Baxter  points  out  (1992:336),  KarJgren  originally 
reconstructed  voiced  stops  both  to  explain  the  rusheng  contacts  and  lhe 
development of the qusheng,  whereas in  Li Fang-kuei's system  the qusheng is 
separate  from  the  voiced  final,  so  'it  appears  to  be  a  coincidence  thal  "'-ad 
occurs  only  in  qusheng,  or  that  qusheng  words  oflen  have  dear and  obvious 
rusheng  connections,  while  words  in  other  tones  can  usually  be  connccted 
with  rusheng  only  indireclly'.  17  It is  also  not  a  coincidence  that  we  cannot 
find  TB cognates for  any of the  OC  *-dh  and  *-bh  words  that  match  cxacly: 
as  these  words  were  created  by  a  derivational  process  within  Chinese,  we 
wOl.;~i  expect  to  find  TB  cognates  onty  for  the  underived  forms  (i.e.  *-(, 
*'p),  not  the  derived  forms.  For  example,  we  have  TB  *r-mok  'to  wear  on 
head',  OC *mdgwh  (~) 'hat'; TB *nup  ~  *nip  'enter, sink',  OC  *ndbh  (~) 
'inside'; TB  *mu:k  'foggy,  dark',  OC  *mjugh (a) 'fog'. The  *-s  (wriUcn  as 
*-h  in  Li  Fang-kuei's  system)  of  OC  only  occasionally  matches  up  with 
cognates  in  TB  languagcs,  as  in  WriUen  Tibetan  rmugs  [rmuksl  'lhick  fog', 
17  See  also  Li  Yifu  1984  for  reasons  why jl  bil  (~oo,  Li's  "'-adh)  and  yue  bil  (  f:I 
ffi5  '  U's  "'-al)  should  be  considered  one  rime.  In  Ting's  sludy  of  lhe  Wci-Jin 
period  cross-rhyming  patterns,  lhe  vast  majority  of conlacls  were  belween  jl  (  ~ 
$) and  yuc  ( f:I  im)  (Ting  1987:62). 
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though  the nominalizing *-s  we  find  in TB  is  presumably cognate  to  the  oe 
*-s.  In  terms  of  phonetic  motivation  for  sound  change,  Baxter  (l992:311) 
also  mentions  that  the  traditional  view  that  *-b  merged  with  *-d  has  no 
phonetic  motivation  (as  *-p did not merge with  *-t),  whereas  *-ps  >  *-ts can 
be explained  as assimilation of the  final  to  the suffix. 
The  qusheng  (and  possibly  the  shangsheng)  derivation  hypothesis 
assumed  by  Pulleyblank  and  Baxter  explains  quite  a  bit  of the  variation  of 
finals in Chinese,  but not all of it.  One important reason for  the reconstruc-
tion  of aseries of voiced  stop  finals  is  the  supposed  syrnetry  of the  contacts 
between  different  finals.  But  do  we  really  find  a  syrnetrical  system  of 
variation?  The  evidence  is  that  we  do  not.  Out  of the  99  tong  yun  rhyrnes 
marked  in  Wang  Li's  Shijing  Yundu  (l980b),  48  are  *-0  (Li's  *-g)  - *-k, 
and  15  are  *-w  (Li's  *-gw)  - *-k.  Except  for  the  weil  known  shift  of  *-rn, 
*-n  to  *-1)  (8  and  6  tokens  respectively),  no  other  pattern  shows  such 
regulariity  (i.e.  all  have  four  or less  tokens). If we  reconstruct  the  you  (~) 
and  xiäo  (  W )  rimes  as  *-;)w  and  *-aw  respectively  (rather  than  as  Li 's 
*-;)gw,  *-agw)  and  the  jue  (W )  and  yao  (~) rirnes  as  *-;)uk  and  *-auk 
respectively  (ralher  than  as  Li's  *-;)kw,  *-akw),  then  the  total  number  of 
tong yun rhymes where  the  difference  is  lhe presence  or not of a  final  *-k is 
63,  or  62%.  18  This  is  quite  significant,  statistically,  given  the  large  number 
of  tong  possibilities.  19  In  some  cases  this  *-k  of 
18  Because  Bodman,  Coblin  and  others see  *-gw  etc.  as  a  single  final  ralher 
than  seeing  the  *-w  as  parl  of  lhe  vocalism,  they  give  the  correspondence  TB 
*-k,OC  *-kw.  Not  seeing  the  *-w/-u- as  a  possible  part  of  the  vocalism  causes 
them  to  miss  seeing  the  variation  between  *-gw  and  *-kw  and  the  variation  of 
*-0 and  *-k as  the same  phenomenon. 
19  It is  interesting  to  note  that  of the  110 suggesled  word  families  Karlgren  (1933: 
98-100)  lists  that  differ  in  having  a  final  consonant  or  not  (the  laller  including 
those  ending  in  *-g,  *-d,  and  *·b),  57  of them.  more  lhan  half,  involve  a  velar 
final  (40  *-k,  17  *-I)}. 
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derivational  morpheme,  as  suggested  by Puleyblank  (1972: 13,  1973: 122)  as  an 
explanation  for  the correspondence  between  the  pronouns  *gwdk  (WZ)  'some 
one',  *mak  (~) 'no one',  *djdkw  (~) 'which one' and possibly  *krak  (zr.) 
'each'  and  the  forms  *gWjdgX  ( :fif)  'there  is',  *mjag  (  1m  )  'there  is  not', 
*djdd  (ME)  'who',  and  *kjagx (.) 'all'  respeclivcly.  Karlgren  hirnself  (1933: 
37)  mentions  that  in  those  cases  where  a  TB  form  with  an  open  final 
corresponds  to  a  *-k  or  *-t  final  in  OC  (e.g.  'hundred'),  'these  -k  ami  -t 
must  be  an  innovation,  some  kind  of  suffix  in  one  or  several  Sinitic 
languages  but  not  primary  ami  common  to  them  all.'  He  does  not  take  the 
obvious  step  and  use  this  to  explain  the  same  type  of variation  within  Old 
Chinese.  Examples  involving  variation  of  final  *-t  would  include  the  forms 
from  Pulleyblank  (1991:30)  given  in  section  2  above,  and  the  different 
negative  particles  used  in  OC:  *pj;lg  (1'): *pj;lt  (~); *mj;lg(  fJJ  )  :  *mjdt 
(  1;)  (see  Takashima  1988).  Pulleyblank  (1991)  suggests  that  Sino-Tibetan 
had morphological  *-n and *-t suffixes  to explain  the correspondences among 
these  Hems and  between certain other words in  Chinese  (such  as  *IJjagx  (im) 
*IJjan  (  )  'language, speech')  {cf.  the  *-n  'colleclive'  suffix suggested by 
Benedict  (1972: 157fO). If we  accept  the  *-g  final  hypothesis,  we  have  to  say 
that  the  phonctic and semantic  similarities of these  two  items  {and  dozens of 
pairs  like  them}  are  entircly  coincidental,  whereas  if we  take  these  *-g  finals 
to aclually be open  finals,  then it  is  a  simple matter of *-t/*-n suffixation. 
Some  variation  may  also  be  due  to  a  coalescence  of  two  forms,  as 
suggested  for  Tibetan  by  Walter  Simon  (1941,  1942,  1957).  Simon's  idea 
was  that  many  of the  finals  in  Tibetan,  such  as  -g,  -n,  -I,  -r,  -s  were  from 
the  coalescence  of  two  syllabies,  the  second  of  which  originally  also  had 
lexical  contenl,  such  as  -s  <  sa/so  'place'  .  We  find  synchronic  variation  in 
Tibctan  that  points to  this  kind of devclopment,  such  as  da-ra  ~ dar-ba 'type 
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of  buttermilk'  ,  ta-la  - Zal  'day',  bu-ga  - bug  'hole',  leo-ga  - leog  'lark', 
nya-ga  - nyag  'sleelyard',  yi-ge  - yig  'letter',  and  tha-ga-pa  thag-pa  'to 
weave'. If Proto-Sino-Tibetan had a  partic1e  similar  to Tibelan  -ga,  which  Das 
(1902:203)  says  'is  sometimes  used  as  an  affixed  partide  of  a  word  Lo 
complete  it',  then  this  would  be  at  least  one  explanation  for  the  large 
number  of  *-(2)  - *-k  variations.  Aside  from  the  possibility  of coalescence 
resulting  in  *-k,  and  the  examples  of  coalescence  we  are  familiar  wilh  in 
Chinese  (e.g.  ~  from  Z~), coalescence  might  explain  at  least  a  few  of the 
other odd  finals  in  OC.  For  example,  in  one  cognate  set  suggested  by  Wang 
Li  (1982:435)  with  fnJ  *gar,  -1ß  (~) *gat,  and Nl *gag,  all  question  partides, 
Wang  inc1udes  lf,j:  *gap  'negative  question  ('why  not')  partide'  which 
according  Lo  a  commentator on  the  Guo  Yu  (!iM irrf)  is  from  the  coalescence 
of *gar and  *pag  (fnJ /f' ).  Changes  in  the  pronunciation of characters caused 
by  their  use  in  connected  speech  is  also  suggested  by  Gong  (Mei  &  Gong 
1992:676)  as  a  reason  for  some  characters  having  unusual  pronunciations. 
Yet  I  am  not  suggesting  that  these  are  the  only  answers.  There  most 
probably  are  other  explanaLions  as  weIl.  Coblin  (1976: 52)  mentions  that  in 
Tibetan  'each  verb  whose  perfect,  future  and  imperative  forms  end  in  root 
final  -I]  has  final  -n  in  its  present  root'  (e.g.  fiphen,  fiphal],  fiphal]s, 
phol]/phal]s  'throw,  cast').  Modifying  an  idea  from  Shafer  (1951:1028-9),  he 
suggests  that  the  present  forms  originally  had  a  -d  suffix  (some  forms  show 
this  suffix  in  older  texts),  and  that  the  -n  final  was  due  to  assimilation  to 
this  suffix. It may  be  that  some  such  assimilatory  process could  explain  some 
of the variations between  homorganic  stop and  nasal  final  in  Chinese  as  weIl. 
All  these  variations  may  be  duc  to  a  combination  of  factors,  some 
morphological,  some  phonelic.  An  example  of  the  latter  is  the  change  of 
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some  PST  velar  finals  to  oe dental  finals  after  high  front  vowels.  20  One 
type  of  variation  may  even  have  multiple  sources  (e.g.  Mei  (1980:439) 
suggests  that  the  qusheng  *-s  may  have  had  more  than  one  source).  Future 
research  would  of course  be  needed  to  sort  out  which  process  determined 
which  variations,  and  if  possible,  what  motivated  the  different  processes,  as 
has  been  done  in  isolating  and  understanding  qusheng  derivation  (sec  lhe 
references mentioned above,  especially  Mei  1980). 
The  system  of finals  I  suggest  for  PST,  and  the  regular  correspondences 
bctween oe, PTß, and PST,  then are as  folIows: 
PST  **-0  >  oe *-0  PTß *-0 
PST  **-p  >  oe *-p  PTß *-p 
PST  **-t  >  oe *-t  PTß  *-t 
PST  **-k  >  oe *-k  PTß  *-k 
PST  **-1)  >  oe *-1)  PTß  *-1) 
PST  **-w  >  oe *-w  PTß  *-w 
PST  **-y  >  oe *-y  PTß  *-y 
PST  **-1  >  oe *-y/-0  PTß  *-1 
PST  **-r  >  oe *-y/-n  PTß *-r 
PST  **-s  >  oe *-t  PTß  *-s 
This  sel  is  similar  to  that  proposed  in  ßaxter  1992.  ßclow  I  compare  the 
rimes  proposed  in  Li  1980  with  those  in  ßaxter  1992,  Tß  forms  and  my 
proposed ST  forms. 
20  E.g.  oe "'tsit  (.I'i?i),  PTB  "'lsik  'joint'; oe "'srit  (~), PTB  "'s-rik  ==  "'srik  'lousc'; 
oe "'kH(  ~), PTB  "'kik  'tic'; oe "'pjit  ( .)  PLB  "'pyik  'lhickel'; oe "'nin( ,$.), 
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21  It may  be  that ST  *-ip and  *-im are  reflected  in oe *-"}p  and  *-am  rcspeclively, 
as  suggested  by  Gong  (1980:468),  but  I  have  not  found  any  solid 
correspondences that  would eilher supporl or disprove  lhis suggcsl ion. 
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t~(5Z)  -Ig  -eUeks}  -i  -i Ueks}  2 
~  -it  -it  -it/  -ik  -H/  -ik  9 
~  -ik  -ek  -ik  -ik  2 
;fJF  -11]  -cI]  -i I]  -11]  9 
1~  -ug  -oU-oks)  -uw  -uwU-oks)  9 
m  -uk  -ok  -uk  -uk  5 
* 
-ul]  -01]  -ul]/  -wal]  -ul]/  -wal]  3 
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It  can  be  seen  from  lhis  comparison  thal  a  system  such  as  Baxter's, 
without  voiccd  stop  finals,  is  eloser  to  the  independently  reconstructed  TB 
forms,  ami  a1lows  us  to  reconstruct  a  more  phonetically  and  typologically 
plausable Sino-Tibetan system  than one with voiced stop finals.  22 
4.  Conclusions 
There  are  several  points  I  would  Iike  to  make  in  this  paper.  First,  just 
as  we  find  a  certain  amount  of both  rule-governed  and  non-rute  governed 
variation  In  modern  languages,  it  is  necessary  to  recognize  lhe  same  types  of 
variation  in  the  proto-language  we  are attempting to reconstrucL  Second,  lhe 
variation  we  find  in  PST  and  its  immediate  daughters  is  not  as  symmetrical 
and  orderly  as  has  been  assumed.  Third,  the  causes  of  the  variation  are 
22  It is  not  my  intention  to argue  specifically  for  Baxter's system.  It would  also 
bc  possible  to  modify  Li  Fang-kuei's  system  by  removing  thc  voiccd  finals,  much 
as  suggestions  have  been  made  to  modify  il in  other  ways,  such  as  rccogniz.ing 
the  *-s  suffix  (Mei  1980)  and  having  *r- for  lai  ( *  fl1)  initials  (Gong  1990). 
The  good  points of Baxter's  theory  are  that  it  not  only  incorporates  these  ideas 
(both  of which  originated  with  Pulleyblank),  but  that  it  is  a  thcory  workcd  out 
character  by  character rather  than  by  broad generaliz.alion. 
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complex  and  multifarious.  Fourth,  reconstructing  a  complex,  typologically 
unlikely  system  based  on  broad  generalizations  such  as  the  voiced  stop  final 
hypothesis  not only  is  unsatisfactory  from  the  typological  point  of view,  but 
also  effectively  ends  our  search  for  the  real  causes  of  the  variation.  As 
mentioned  earlier  (footnote  13),  Li  Fang-kuei  saw  the  stop  final  hypothesis 
as  a  stopgap  measure,  not  the  final  solution.  Especially  given  how  liltle  we 
really  know  about  Sino-Tibetan  lexical  morphology,  to  limit  the  possibilities 
we  are  willing  to consider would  be  very  unwise.  Fifth,  the concept of word 
ramilies  is  an  important one,  but  we  should  not  be  unnecessarily  constrained 
in  our  search  for  cognate  sets  by  artifacts  of  our  reconstructed  system  or 
methodology. 
While  recognizing  the  existence  of  variation,  it  IS  also  imporlanl  to 
emphasize  that  in  terms  of  methodology  we  can  only  recognize  variation 
within  the  context  of  regularity.  We  must  first  establish  solid  regular 
correspondences  to  establish  what  is  regular,  and  to  serve  as  the  anchor  that 
allows  us  to  be  able  to  talk  about  variation.  For  example,  I  can  feel 
confident  that  OC  *rap  'leaf'  and  TB  *la  'leaf'  are  cognate  (even  if  I  did 
not  know  about  the  *la  ~  *lap  variation  within  TB)  because  the  initial  and 
the  vowel  correspond  regularly  (i.e.  there  are  half a  dozen  or  more  parallel 
examples  of  each)  and  the  meanings  match  exactly.  We  should  not  push 
etymologies  or  cognate  sets  where  we  have  to  explain  variation  of  almost 
every  segment  111  the  forms,  as  for  example  when  Benedict  (I987:48) 
aLlempts  to  support  a  proposed  shift  in  Chinese  from  *s-k- to  *t- by 
comparing TB  *mkha  'sky,  heaven'  with  Chinese  tian  -}(  'sky,  heaven',  which 
he  reconstructs  as  *skhien/Lhien,  giving  PST  *( -)ka( -n)  'with  the  PST 
"  collective"  plural  *-n  suffix  (=  "  the  heavens"  )  (reg.  vowel  shift  before 
final  dental.)'  We  then  have  variation  of  the  prefix,  the  ini  tial,  the  vowel, 
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and  the  final,  all  within  the  same  set.  Were  each  of these  types of variation 
proposed  on  the  hasis  of  mulLiple  examples  of  the  same  type  of 
correspondence  appearing  in  isolation  (i.e.  the  other  segments  of  the  forms 
corresponding  regularly),  we  might  he  ahle  to  accept  the  cognacy  of  the 
forms  in  such  a  set,  hut  not  only  are  we  askcd  to  acccpt  this  set  without 
evidence of such  regular  correspondences,  we  are  asked  to  accept  this  set  as 
corroborating evidcnce for a  proposed dcvelopment within  Chinese! 
(Accepted far  publicatian  6  May  1993) 
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Appendix:  List of suggested  OC-PTB correspondences  23 
~Jm 
1.  ~, 




6.  jJ.K 




11.  ~ 
12.  f:TIi 
13. r 
14.~ 
15. jj( /:te: 
16. g;r 
17 . .illl/~ 
18. Jtt 
19 ..  ~ 
20.iij 












































*IJl  ~  *ka 
*b/l-ha 
*na  (see  below) 
*gwa 
*gwan  ~  *kwan 
*r-p-wa 



























'no,  not' 
'palm' 
'meet,  encounter' 
'rat, mouse' 
'soidier,  war' 
'horse' 
'basket' 
23  I  have  evaluated  the  cognate  sets  suggested  by  Benedict  (1972,  1987),  Bodman  (1980),  Coblin  (1986),  Gong  (1980,  1990,  1991), 
Matisoff  (1985,  1989,  1992,  etc.),  Yu  Min  (1989),  and  others,  plus  have  put  together  some  new  sets.  I  have  been  very  rigorous 
and  conservative  in  evaluating  the  correspondences,  including  here  only  those  forms  for  which  I  have  solid  PTB  reconstructions 
and  the  correspondences  of  which  seemed  uncontroversial  (e.g.,  I  have  generally  followed  the  'same  series  final'  rule).  I  have 
excluded  all  those  sets  suggested  by  other  authors  where  only  a  Written  Tibetan  form  is  available,  though  in  a  few  cases  I  put 
likely  cognates  in  parentheses  after  the  regular  correspondences.  This  does  not  mean  these  will  not  turn  out  to  be  valid  cognate 
sets,  just  that  at  present  we  do  not  have  enough  comparative  data available  to  reconstruct  PTB  forms;  it  is  unwise  to  reconstruct 
a  PTB  form  based  entirely on  a  Written Tibetan form. 


















§ - 0>  .,. 
21. mJ  *phak. 
22. m  *khwak. 
23.  ~  *bak. 
25. J5  *gwagx 
26. H  *glak. 
27.  fffl  *pagx 
28.  iN  *dagh 
29. tm  *tagx 
30.  W. /11  *riagh/*rjiak. 
(~  *?ak./?ag 
~m5 
1.  iJ?:  *gljaIJ 
2.~  *mjaIJh 
3.  ltiIJ  *kah 
4. :;t  *mraIJh 
5. :fi  *ljaIJ 
6.~/~  *kraIJx/  IJraIJh 
f/;:m5 
1.f/;:  "'kar 
2.79  *srar 




















*pak.(PLB, JA.J.\1  1972:40) 
*kwak. 
*ba 





*s-la  ~  g-la 
*Wf ?ag 
*graIJ  ~  *grak. 
*mraIJ 
*kaIJ  (PLB) 
*m~ 
*g-r~ 
*krak.  ~  *kraIJ 
*ka '" kat 
*sa *  *tsa  ~  *say 





'fowl,  bird' 
'patch,  mend'  24 
'ford,  cross(a river)' 
'see' 
'moon'(see  Mei  1979) 
'bad,  evil') 
'cool,  cold' 
'look,  see 
'mountain top' 
'big/older brother' 
'measure  / count'  25 
'hard,  solid,  stiff' 
'speech' 
'earth,  sand' 
'goose' 
24  The  reconstruction  of the  TB  form  is  based  on  WB  pha, JP  kä31  pa31 ,  Zaiwa  phoS1 ,  Bijiang  Nu  pha35,  Mawo  Qiang  ~pa,  Tangut 
pa  (based  on  the  use  of "'pa  ( ES)  in  transliteration).  Achang  phoss,  and  Langsu pho31 . 
25  The  reconstruction  of  the  TB  form  is  based  on  Wf  graIJ.  WB  khraIJ,  Geman  Deng  krungS5,  Darang  Deng  xa31  rueng3S,  Menba 
d~IJ? and  Lahu  "1;)33  (the etymology  for  this  form  is  given  as  PLB  *riy  in  Matisoff 1990,  but  the  etymology  suggested  here  «*raIJ) 
better  fits  the  usual  Lahu  pattern  of *-aI)  >-;).  Bokar  (Bo'erga)  Luoba ruI)  'to  measure'  may  also  fit  here,  though  the  usual  Bokar 









i" 4.~  "'kwarx  "'kwaj? --- koj?  "'kwa:y  'bee,  wasp' 
5.~  "'rar  "'ljaj  "'lay  'change' 
6 .•  "'parh  "'pajs  "'bwar  'spread,  sow' 
7.81  "'bar  "'baj  "'pwa:r  'white' 
8.if  "'bjiar  "'b(r)jaj  "'bar  'tired' 
9.~  "'krarh  "'krajs  "'s-ga  'saddle,  yoke  horses' 
10.1lj  "'thuarh  "'thojs  "'m-twa  ~ s-twa  'spit,  vomit,  spittle' 
11. ~  "'snarx  "'hnaj?  "'na-r  'rest,  cease  motion' 
12. fiiJ  "'gar  "'gaj  "'ga-I]  ~  "'ka  'what,  which' 
13.~  "'dzar  "'di.aj  "'tsa  'salt,  salty. 
14.iij  "'gar  "'gaj  "'s-gal  ~  gur  'carry on  back' 
15.~  "'kwrar  "'kwraj "-' kroj  "'kroy  'snail' 
16.ji  "'parx/h  "'paj?/s  "'pway  'husks,  shavings' 
17·Dt  "'IJ3.fx  "'~j?  "'~y  'lsg  pronoun' 
7(;$ 
1.~  "'suanh  "'sons  "'swa-n  'garlic' 
2 .•  "'tshan  "'tshan "-' *sran  "'dza  ~  "'d43.  'food,  eat' 
3.  ~  "'bianx  "'ben?  "'bat  ~  "'ban  'braid'  < 




5.ßt  "'thanh  "'thans  "'tal  9 *dul  'dust,  ashes,  charcoal' 
::;" 
;;-
6.  I!§]  "'gwjan  *wj!n  "'wal  'circle'  ~ 
::l 
7. ~  I JfM;  "'ljan  "'C-rjan  "'ren  'connect'  ;.: 
(i;" 
8.!f:  "'sjan  *sjen  "'sar  'fresh'  ::l 
9.  ~  "'kan  "'kan  "'kan  'dry'  '"'::  ., 
0 
10. M  "'swa:r  'sour' 
,.. 
"'suan  "'son  0 
0- 11. ;;  "'sianh  *skens  "'ser  'sleet/hail'  g 
12. ~  I Il  "'tsjuan/*tsuan  *tsjon/*tson  "'tswan  'pointed,  to  bore' 
,  ......  - 0> 
&  <:l1 





14.!iT  *duanx  *nton?  *da;n  'cut' 
15. iiII$  *brianh  *brens  *ba~r  'Power,  petal' 
16. 1fz:  *sanx/h  *san?/s  *san  (PLB, ]A.t\11985#40)  'sow,  disburse' 
17.7C  "'khwianx  *kwhi/en?  *(5-)kW;;Jy  'dog' 
(im  *phinl  ph  jian  "'phin  ~:pyam  'fly' ) 
~$ 
1.*/~  *dadh/tar  *lats/*taj  26  "'tay  'big' 
2.  fJj I  *Iat/ljat  *C-ratl  C-r  jat  '" (g-)ra-t  ~  * (g-)rya-t  'cut,  scrape 
, 
3.  ~  *pjat  *pjat  *-pat  (PLB,]A.t\11972:35)  'send forth,  vomit' 
4.~  *sriat  *s(C)rjat  "'sat  'kill' 
5.  IM:  *hluat  *hlot  *g-lwat  0  *s-lwat  'release,  let  loose 
, 
6.  ~  *mjiat  *mjet  *s-mit  'destroy' 
7.  J\.  *priat  *pret  *b-g-ryat  'eight' 
8.  ~J  *kat  *kat  *(s-)kat  'cut' 
9.  fm  *sat  *sat  *sat (PLB,]AM1985#40)  'pour out,  disburse' 
~$ 
l.~  *rap  *Ijap  *la-p  'leaf' 
2.  ~  "'tsjap  *tsjap  *tsyap  'connect' 
3.~  "'gap  ~  "'kabh  "'gap  ~  *kaps  "'kap  'to cover,  cover'  27 
4.~  *diap  *lep  *s-lep  'butterfly'  28 
5.~  *Ijap  *C-rjap  *rap  'tread(upon)'  trample' 
6 .•  *diap  *[d,llep  *tap  'foId' 
26  Baxter  suggests  that  it  is  the  laUer  form,  meaning  'much,  many'  (and {$. "'hljaj?  'great,  large')  that  is  cognate  to  TB  "'tay,  not  the 
former,  as  usually  assumed. 
27  The  reconstruction  of the  TB  form  is  based  on wr kha  gtGQd  'a cover',  sgab-pa 'to cover';  Dulong  ta55  kop55  'a cover',  kap55  'to 
put  a  cork in  a  boUle'; JP  ma31  kap31,  Geman  Deng  lJkhap,  rGyarung  ta pkap  'a cover'. 
28  The  reconstruction  of the TB  form  is  based  on  'WT  phye-ma-Ieb,  Lushai  pheng-phe-hlep,  WB  lip-pra,  Naxi  phe33  le31  'butterfly'. 
:::0 






1.~  *srarn  *srarn  *sarn  ~  *tsarn  'hair' 
2.itt  *khrarn  *khrarn  *r-kam  'precipice' 
3'§J/<  •  ii9(  *darn  *lam  *g-darn  'talk' 
(If  *grarn  *g-rarn  WT  rarns  'indigo, bIue') 
~$ 
l.~  *gagwh  *gaws  *gaw/*kaw  'call,  yell' 
2.  i~  *hrjagw(  -hIJrjagw?)  *hIJjew  *tsyow  'cook, burn' 
3.  ~  *~  *~w  *IJuw  'cry' 
4. Ilf  *sagw  *saw  *sa:w  'fat' 
5. i'J  *phjiagw  *phjew  *pyaw  'float' 
6.  ?P.;  *~  *~w  *r-~w  'fry,  roast' 
7.  ~  *kiagw  *kew  *ku  'owl' 
(J]  *tagw  *taw  *s-ta  'knife') 
Z$ 
1.*  *l~  *C-ri(k)  *ra  'corne' 
2.-B}  *mdgX  *m{-r)o/i?  *ma  'mother'  < 
3.-1- *tSjdgx  *tsjl?  *tsa  'child'  ~. 
t.l 
4.  *njdgX  *nj!?  *g/r-na  'ear 
,  0-
~ 
5.  JJ /  *ndgX/*n  jdlJW  *n!?/*n  jUIJ  *na-ll (cf. {JJ *n  jdIJ)  '2sg pronoun'  "%l 
*IJwa~ 
S· 
6.  *IJwj~  *lJwj!  'cow' 
t.l 
c;; 
7.~  *tjdk  *tiik  *tak 9 *trak  'weave'  S· 
8.  ,~.  *sjdk  *sj!k  *sak  'breath' 
't  .., 
0 
9.~  *kh~  ~~h';  *ka:k  'cough'  C 
cn 
10.~  *gjdk  *g(r)  j!k  *kak(PLB JAM  1972:31)  'limit,  peak'  ::l 
0 
......  11. ~  *pjdk  *pjik  *ba:.k  'bat' 
, 
m  ~ 
....:J  & 
12. ~  *djdk  *Lj!k  *dy~ (PLB JA.\1  1972:30)  'r~ally'  ~ 
~ 
" 13 .•  *rdk  *ljlli:  *lak  'arm,  wing'  iI=' 
§  .....  14.  ~'P  *trjdk  *trjlk  *I-tak  'ascend'  Q.  C'\ 
00 
15.]fi Im  t- *krdk  ~  *kwhak  *krlli:  ~  *kwhak  *kok  ~  *r-kwak  'skin' 
16. ti  *gwjd!SX  *wjl?(s)  *g-ya  ~  gra  'right  (side)'  ~ 
(~  *hmdk  *hmlk  *Tib smag  'black')  2-
Ei  (;&  *gwjdg  *wjl?  *Tib grogs  'friend') 
(tj  I  @.:  *djdk/drjdk  *d  jlkl  drjlk  *dzuk  'plant,  erect') 
eil:  *krjd!SX  *tjl?  *k.riy  'foot') 
$$ 
l.:f=  *mjdIJ  *mj!IJ(s)  *smaIJ  ~  *smak  'dream' 
2.~  *rdIJ  *  jlIJ  *b-/k-raIJ *  y~  'ny' 
3. $  *tjdIJ  *tjlIJ  *taI]  'firewood,  pine,  fir' 
11&$ 
1.1X:  *j;xi  *?jlj  *g-wa-t  'dothing' 
2.  m:  *pj;xi  *pjlj  *byer  'ny' 
3.~  *lj;xih  *C-rjut/ps  *tc;rdY  'dass' 
4.~  *mij;xix  *mjlj?  *r-may  ~  *mey  'tail' 
5.  il*  *mji;xih  *mjits  *r-mwiy *  *s-mwiy  'sleep,  dream' 
6.  :k  *hmdrx  *hmlj?  *s-mey  'fire' 
7.  il'&  *mj;xi  *mjtj  *mwdY  'small' 
8.  ~,t I tt  *pjdt  *pjut  *put *  *pit  'knee,  knee  covers 
, 
9. Iil  *kh;xi  *khtj  *ka  'open' 
10.  0fE  *gwj;xi  *wjij?  *wdy(=wiy)  'copula' 
11.  ~  *Ij;xix  *C-rjuj?  *(s-)rwey  'cane,  creeper' 
12. ~  *gwj;xi  *wjlj  *kwdr  'skin,  hide,  leather' 








































































































'morning,  early' 
'soft' 




'dung,  fertilizer'  29 
'duB' 
'poor' 
'dark,  dull,  stupid'  30 
'wash') 
'f1y') 
29  The  reconstruction  of the  TB  form  is  based  on jP man31  phun33,  Darang  Deng  tw31  phw35,  Zaiwa  phun55,  Langsu  phun35.  V\1 
brun  may  also  be related  to  this form, 
30  This  set  is  tentative,  as  the  PTB  form  is  based  on  only  WT  mun-ba 'dark',  rmun-po  'dulJ'  heavy,  stupid'.  "VB  hmun  'dirn,  dusky, 






















l.r:p  "'trjdIJw  "'k-ljuIJ  "'tsYU:IJ=tu:IJ  'middle' 
2.  ~  "'kjdIJW  "'kwjiIJ  "'ku:IJ  'bow' 
3.  ~5  "'kjdIJW  "'k(r)juIJ  "'guIJ  'body' 
4.A  "'drjdIJw  "'lrjuIJ  "'dYUIJ  'bug' 
(§'  "'kjdIJW  31  "'k(r)  jUIJ  "'kyum  'house') 
m$ 
l..lz:.  "'gljdp  "'C-rjiup  "'g-ryap  'stand' 
2.  lli:  "'khljdp  "'khrjlp  "'krap  'cry' 
3. ?8  "'kjdP  "'g(r)j!p  "'ka:p  'draw water' 
4.  ~  "'nidp  "'il;p  "'nyap  "pinch' 
5.  ~  "'rjdp  "'zlj[i,U]p  "'s-lap  'learnl  teach' 
6.  pg I  A.  "'ndbh/njdp  "'nups/njup  "'%,p *  "'nip  'enter  I sink' 
7. +  "'djdP  "'gjip  "'gip  'ten' 
~$ 
1.  #~  "'gwjdm  "'wjum  "'d-warn  'bear' 
2.  a- "'gdm  "'g[o,u]m  "'garn  'hold in mouth' 
3.  t.A:  "'?jdmx  "'?(r)jum?  "'arn  'drink' 
4.  7:f  "'njdmx  "'njlm?  "'njarn  'soft' 
5.  ~  "'rjdm  "'zljum  "'Ium  •  warm  , 
6.  =.  "'sdm  "'sum  "'g-sum  'three' 
7. tt  "'krjdmx  "'Kjum?  "'kum  'piIlow' 
8. it  "'krjdm  "'kj[I,i]m  "'kap  'needle' 
(ft  "'gljdm  "'C-rjim  Lushai  rarn  'forest') 
31  Both  and ~5 are  in  the ~  rime  category,  wh ich  is  often  reconstructed  with  an  -m  final,  which  is  then  said  to  have  changed  to  a 
velar  nasal.  If  we  accept  this  hypothesis,  then  the  'house'  set  is  probably  valid  and  the  'body'  set  is  not,  while  if  we  do  not 
accept  it  (j.e.  assurne  'body'  was  always  a  velar  nasal  in  Chinese),  then  the  'body'  set  is  valid  and  the  'house'  set  is  not. 
::0 






l.~  *khjug  *kh(r)jo  *s-kuw=s-k~w  'body' 
2.  D  *khugx  *kh(r)o?  *kuw  (GB)  'mouth' 
3.  ~L  *njugx  *njo?  *nuw/*n~w (DL  nUIJ55)  'breast,  milk' 
4  . .fr  *kuk  *kok  *grok  'ravine' 
5.a  *khugh  *khos  *r-kuw  'steal,  thier' 
6.  *dugh  *dos  *tu  -IJ  (Cf.  xiesheng)  'bean' 
7.  'ft1  *kruk  *drok  *kruw  'horn' 
8.~  *khug  *kho  *ku  'lift, raise' 
9. m  *mjugh  *m(r)jo(k)s  *mow  'effort,  work' 
10 .•  *mjugh  *m(r)jo(k)s  *muw  ~  *mu:k  'fog' 
11.Jil.J/Hil  *gjuk/  *kh  juk  *fikh (r)  jok/*kh (r)  jok  *guk/*kuk  'bent' 
12.1ilI:  *suk  *sok  *su  (w)  'cough' 
13. TI  *djuk  *djok  *dzuk  (PLB)  'vulva'  (see  Mei  1979) 
14.tif  *djugh  *djos  *dzuk  'plant,  erect' 
\. 
:$:$ 
1. :FL  *khuIJX  *ldlOIJ?  *kuIJ  'hole' 
2.  i[iiJ  *duIJh  *doIJs  *dwa:IJ  'cave,  pit,  hole' 
I~  3. 1!  *  gru  IJh  *groIJs  *g-rwa-I)  'village/  street' 
Ilol  er 
~ 
ijiij $  '""l 
5' 
1.=  *njidh  *njijs  *g-ni-s  'two .  e:.. 
'" 
2.  [03  *sjidh  *s(p}jijlts  *bliy  'four'  5' 
3.7E  *sjidx  *sjij?  *siy  'die'  "0  .., 
0 
4.~  *hrjidx  *xjij?  *kliy  'shit'  S 
5.  ~  *sidh  *si[j,t)s  *ts(y)iy *  *ziy  'smali,  fine  0-
::l 
0  ....  6. iltt:  *pjidx  *pjij?  *piy  'grandmother 
,  I 
-..;j  ...,  ....  0; 
7.  ~  *njidx  *njej?  *ney  'near'  (b  ... 
§ 8. *  *hwrjidx  *h[l]juj?  *lwi(y)  'water'  ::0 
~  ::: 




10.  ~ 
C;--
*tsh  jit  *tsh  jit  *tsiy  'juice,  paint' 
1l.Ito.  *hwit  *hwit  *s-hwiy( =S-SYWdY)  'blood'  ~ 
0 
12.1t  *pjidh  *pjits  *biy  (DL  biIJ)  'give'  Si 
13.  iI'i  *tsit  *tsik  *tsik  'joint' 
14.n  *srit  *srit  *s-rik=*srik  'louse 
, 
15. *5  *kit  *kit/k  *kik  'tie' 
16 .•  *pjit  *pjit  *pyik(JA..\11970:26)  'thicket' 
17.iJ!i  *tjit  *dujit  *rn-li:t  'leech' 
18. - *?jit  *?jit  *it  'one 
19. *  *rnid  *rnij  *rnay *  *rney  'rice' 
( ßi§  *tjid  *kjij  *tsil  'fat') 
(W  *tshit  *tshit  *tsyat  'cut') 
(~  *tsjit  *tsjik  *Wf rtsig-pa  'rnasonry,  etc.') 
~ms 
1.~  *min  *rnin  *myel  'sleep' 
2. *  *sjin  *sjin  *rn-sin  'liver' 
3.  ~I  *snjinx  *hjin?  *r-nil  ~  *s-nil  'gurns' 
4.-9=- *nin  *nin/IJ  *niIJ  'year,  harvest' 
5. iT  *sjin  *sjinl  IJ  *siIJ  ~  *sik  'wood,  tree' 
6.  ~  *mjin  *rnjin  *r-mi  'people,  person 
mms 
1.  ~ä  *ljingx  *C-reng?  *m-ling  'neck' 
2.  ~  1 mf  *sri IJI siIJ  *srjeIJ  *sriIJ  'live,  raw' 
3.  ~  *mjiIJ  *rnjeIJ  *r-miIJ  'name 
4.  JE  *diIJh  *deIJS  *diIJ  'certain' .... 
--.J 
W 
5.  *riIJ  *ljiIJ  *blil)  , full' 
6.  *b  jiIJ  *br  jeI)  *pleIJ  'flat' 
7.  ij~  *giIJ  *geIJ/kh -ljeI)(?)  *r-k  (y )  aI)  'Ieg/shank' 
8.  I~  *hljiIJ  *hljel]  *kyal]  'red' 
9. jl  "'sriIJ  *sr  jel]  "'sre-IJ  'weasel' 
( i~  "'tsh  jiI)  "'tsh  jeI)  "'tsyaI)  ~  "'syah  'clean,  clear,  pure')32 
{! lm 
Li~  *tik  *tek  *tki  ~  *tsak  'drip,  drop' 
2.  ~  *tjik  *tjek  "'g-tyik  'one 
, 
3.  ~  *?igh  "'?jeks  *?ik  'strangle' 
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